EASTMAN GIVES

$4,500,000 TO INSTITUTE

COMBINED CLUBS

CALL OFF USUAL

CHRISTMAS TRIP

T.E.N. MAKES REPRINTS

OF FEATURE ARTICLE

No Definite Decision To Be

Sought Until Return

of President

EASTMAN GIVES

$4,500,000 TO INSTITUTE

TOTAL AMOUNT OF BENEFIT ACCRUING FROM

DONATION MAY POSSIBLY REACH TWICE

THAT SUM—GIFT IN STOCKS

DISPOSAL NOT

YET DECIDED ON

MAKES GIFT TO

OTHER COLLEGES

T.E.N. MAKES REPRINTS

OF FEATURE ARTICLE

Three thousand reprints of the article on "Aerial Photographic Maps" have been purchased and placed on the shelves of the Technical Education Society. A division of the Fairchild Aerial Camera Corporation, the largest holder of patents and copyrights in the world devoted to making aerial photos.
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No attempt to reach a definite decision concerning the way in which the funds will be spent until President Stratton returns from Washington. Of course, it will be the wish of the donor that the largest possible sum of money will be used for the purchase of university properties, but at this time, it is impossible to say.
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George Eastman

Faculty Meeting

Today May Reach

Final Decision

TWO TERMS—THREE TERMS

MANUFACTURING

ENGINEERING

MANAGEMENT

Two terms—two terms?

Term Two—Term Three

Term Three—Term Four

Term Four—Term Five

Term Five—Term Six

Term Six—Term Seven

Term Seven—Term Eight

Term Eight—Term Nine

Term Nine—Term Ten

Term Ten—Term Eleven

Term Eleven—Term Twelve

Term Twelve—Term Thirteen

Term Thirteen—Term Fourteen

Term Fourteen—Term Fifteen

Term Fifteen—Term Sixteen

Term Sixteen—Term Seventeen

Term Seventeen—Term Eighteen

Term Eighteen—Term Nineteen

Term Nineteen—Term Twenty

Term Twenty—Term Twenty-One

Term Twenty-One—Term Twenty-Two

Term Twenty-Two—Term Twenty-Three

Term Twenty-Three—Term Twenty-Four

Term Twenty-Four—Term Twenty-Five

Term Twenty-Five—Term Twenty-Six

Term Twenty-Six—Term Twenty-Seven

Term Twenty-Seven—Term Twenty-Eight

Term Twenty-Eight—Term Twenty-Nine

Term Twenty-Nine—Term Thirty

Term Thirty—Term Thirty-One

Term Thirty-One—Term Thirty-Two

Term Thirty-Two—Term Thirty-Three

Term Thirty-Three—Term Thirty-Four

Term Thirty-Four—Term Thirty-Five

Term Thirty-Five—Term Thirty-Six

Term Thirty-Six—Term Thirty-Seven

Term Thirty-Seven—Term Thirty-Eight

Term Thirty-Eight—Term Thirty-Nine

Term Thirty-Nine—Term Forty

Term Forty—Term Forty-One

Term Forty-One—Term Forty-Two

Term Forty-Two—Term Forty-Three

Term Forty-Three—Term Forty-Four

Term Forty-Four—Term Forty-Five

Term Forty-Five—Term Forty-Six

Term Forty-Six—Term Forty-Seven

Term Forty-Seven—Term Forty-Eight

Term Forty-Eight—Term Forty-Nine

Term Forty-Nine—Term Fifty

Term Fifty—Term Fifty-One

Term Fifty-One—Term Fifty-Two

Term Fifty-Two—Term Fifty-Three

Term Fifty-Three—Term Fifty-Four

Term Fifty-Four—Term Fifty-Five

Term Fifty-Five—Term Fifty-Six

Term Fifty-Six—Term Fifty-Seven

Term Fifty-Seven—Term Fifty-Eight

Term Fifty-Eight—Term Fifty-Nine

Term Fifty-Nine—Term Sixty

Term Sixty—Term Sixty-One

Term Sixty-One—Term Sixty-Two

Term Sixty-Two—Term Sixty-Three

Term Sixty-Three—Term Sixty-Four

Term Sixty-Four—Term Sixty-Five

Term Sixty-Five—Term Sixty-Six

Term Sixty-Six—Term Sixty-Seven

Term Sixty-Seven—Term Sixty-Eight

Term Sixty-Eight—Term Sixty-Nine

Term Sixty-Nine—Term Seventy

Term Seventy—Term Seventy-One

Term Seventy-One—Term Seventy-Two

Term Seventy-Two—Term Seventy-Three

Term Seventy-Three—Term Seventy-Four

Term Seventy-Four—Term Seventy-Five

Term Seventy-Five—Term Seventy-Six

Term Seventy-Six—Term Seventy-Seven

Term Seventy-Seven—Term Seventy-Eight

Term Seventy-Eight—Term Seventy-Nine

Term Seventy-Nine—Term Eighty

Term Eighty—Term Eighty-One

Term Eighty-One—Term Eighty-Two

Term Eighty-Two—Term Eighty-Three

Term Eighty-Three—Term Eighty-Four

Term Eighty-Four—Term Eighty-Five

Term Eighty-Five—Term Eighty-Six

Term Eighty-Six—Term Eighty-Seven

Term Eighty-Seven—Term Eighty-Eight

Term Eighty-Eight—Term Eighty-Nine

Term Eighty-Nine—Term Ninety

Term Ninety—Term Ninety-One

Term Ninety-One—Term Ninety-Two

Term Ninety-Two—Term Ninety-Three

Term Ninety-Three—Term Ninety-Four

Term Ninety-Four—Term Ninety-Five

Term Ninety-Five—Term Ninety-Six

Term Ninety-Six—Term Ninety-Seven

Term Ninety-Seven—Term Ninety-Eight

Term Ninety-Eight—Term Ninety-Nine

Term Ninety-Nine—Term One Hundred

Term One Hundred—Term One Hundred-One

Term One Hundred-One—Term One Hundred-Two

Term One Hundred-Two—Term One Hundred-Three

Term One Hundred-Three—Term One Hundred-Four

Term One Hundred-Four—Term One Hundred-Five

Term One Hundred-Five—Term One Hundred-Six

Term One Hundred-Six—Term One Hundred-Seven

Term One Hundred-Seven—Term One Hundred-Eight

Term One Hundred-Eight—Term One Hundred-Nine

Term One Hundred-Nine—Term One Hundred-Ten

Term One Hundred-Ten—Term One Hundred-Eleven

Term One Hundred-Eleven—Term One Hundred-Twelve

Term One Hundred-Twelve—Term One Hundred-Thirteen

Term One Hundred-Thirteen—Term One Hundred-Fourteen

Term One Hundred-Fourteen—Term One Hundred-Fifteen

Term One Hundred-Fifteen—Term One Hundred-Sixteen

Term One Hundred-Sixteen—Term One Hundred-Seventeen

Term One Hundred-Seventeen—Term One Hundred-Eighteen

Term One Hundred-Eighteen—Term One Hundred-Nineteen

Term One Hundred-Nineteen—Term One Hundred-Twenty

Term One Hundred-Twenty—Term One Hundred-Twenty-One

Term One Hundred-Twenty-One—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Two

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Two—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Three

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Three—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Four

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Four—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Five

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Five—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Six

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Six—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Seven

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Seven—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Eight

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Eight—Term One Hundred-Twenty-Nine

Term One Hundred-Twenty-Nine—Term One Hundred-Thirty

Term One Hundred-Thirty—Term One Hundred-Thirty-One

Term One Hundred-Thirty-One—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Two

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Two—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Three

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Three—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Four

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Four—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Five

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Five—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Six

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Six—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Seven

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Seven—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Eight

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Eight—Term One Hundred-Thirty-Nine

Term One Hundred-Thirty-Nine—Term One Hundred-Forty

Term One Hundred-Forty—Term One Hundred-Forty-One

Term One Hundred-Forty-One—Term One Hundred-Forty-Two

Term One Hundred-Forty-Two—Term One Hundred-Forty-Three

Term One Hundred-Forty-Three—Term One Hundred-Forty-Four